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About This Game

You discover a pony-foundling on your porch. Will you be able to raise it to adulthood? Play, feed, care for, wash and do your
best to keep your pet happy.

You can even create your own unique pony, Pegasus or alicorn!

Features:

 Up to 12 pets

 Advanced customization options for your pony: hairstyles, cutie marks, hats and accessories

 4 pony races

 Create your home how you like: arrange furniture, paint and create new rooms

 Lots of toys to try out

 Achievements
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Title: Joy Pony
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Dio Alias Games, Evgeny Osmet
Publisher:
Dio Alias Games
Release Date: 15 Aug, 2017
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English,German,Portuguese,Russian,Thai
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It seems pretty buggy, at least based on my two playthroughs. Not the game itself - but the endings are.

------------------------------------------------------------
Spoiler ahead, in case you're really that worried about it:
------------------------------------------------------------
In my first game, I had a reporter kidnapped fairly early on. As the game wraps up, it makes sure to point out all these great or
interesting things your employees have done - and this one, instead of being 'disappeared' by the loyalist government, has
actually... quit the paper in a rage, upset by the kinds of articles I was publishing? He even came to blows with me.

Which is weird.

Since the loyalists killed him.

Oh well, second playthrough, probably just a weird bug. No reporters killed/missing, and everyone was happy with their job; I
even managed to keep the Loyalist's suspicion low on all of my employees.
Yet, one who I made sure never published an anti-government article in his career was apparently 'disappeared' early in the
game, according to the ending text. I dunno, maybe shore up the endings a bit, and I'll be happier. Otherwise...

------------------------------------------------------------

...Pretty interesting game. I know it's based on something indie, but I've honestly never played the previous game. This has some
cool mechanics, and may be worth a buy when it's on sale - just not for $10.. Its fun, fun but don't expect too much from it. Its
pretty simple but the ainmation is pretty cool and cool theme.. Love the Sniper games.. Game... -9/10 -_-. Simple game where
you pick up items in a completely visible dungeon. Skill is knowing how much damage to risk for getting to a certain
destination, vs. just going to the next floor and trying for a better layout that is slightly harder.

Good in short bursts.. NOT WORTH BUYING!

This game is absolute trash, it lacks on nearly every point. A shame to name it a tycoon...
Bad AI, bad gameplay, bad music, no worth parts to call it any tycoon game!
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Fun little video. Fun game. I little difficult.. Since the last update, the game crashes during startup on Windows 10. The
discussion forums have raised the issues but it seems that the publisher has abandoned the game. Not recommended at this
stage.. Around the worrrllldddd. Flagrant cash grab for a old game that wasn't very good when it was first released. Don't
bother.. I can't recommend this game. There's waaaay too much running at the beginning of the game. I feel like that wasn't play-
tested at all. While it's pretty, it's increadibly boring to do all that running at the start. The location of the ladder vs where you
need it is pretty poor design, imo. In addition to all the running, it's dark as hell and increasing the brightness requires a full
reboot of the game.

It also crashed on me, which put me over the edge of requesting a refund.. This game made it lag to were it was always playing.
Apparently i played 137 hours but I never did. I dislike this game strongly. Annoying to work with not worth the price
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